The SimplySmart™ Series – Accessories

About Simply Automated

The SimplySmart Series consist of the Landscape Relay
and Dimmer Starter packages (DKIT-05 and DKIT-06,
respectively), plus over a dozen preconfigured dimmers,
scene controllers, receptacles and modules. All can be
manually reconfigured and controlled with buttons or
automated with the Scheduler-Timer.

Simply Automated, an industry leader in home
lighting control and automation, offers the broadest,
most cost effective, flexible assortment of lighting and
home automation products in the marketplace. No new
wiring is required, making our products ideal for both
new and retrofit construction. An extensive line of ultrareliable UPB–based dimmer switches, scene controllers,
receptacles, wire-in fixture and plug-in lamp/appliance
modules, allow simple low cost installations, enabling
advanced applications not available in RF-based systems.

™

Scheduler-Timer, 99 Events dim, on
& off up to 250 devices. Celestial
clock knows sunrise and sunset
based on zip code. Keeps time for 1
week, events for 10 years without
power. Includes 6 foot cord and
L-power connect for easy garage or
tabletop installation
(model UCS-01).

SimplySmart™
Pre-configured Scheduled Lighting
and Scene Controls For Inside and
Outside the Home.

Appliance (Relay) Modules, shown in
landscape lighting transformer box,
turns on/off 15 Amps (1800W). Easy,
plug-in installation. Pre-configured
for control by the scheduler-timer
or push-button scene controllers
(models: UMA25 & UMA26).

Tabletop Controllers, with 4 or
8-buttons or status indicators. Great
for bedside or office desktop control of
lighting scenes. Turn on/off landscape
lights and interior lights at the touch of
a button. Indicators of USQT22 shine
green when lighting scenes are on

(models: USQT22, US2TP11 US28OTP23).

Standard Dimmer or Deluxe Dimmer, with 4-buttons.
Replaces existing light switch,
rocker dims local light circuit (E.g.
entry/porch lights) and buttons
control up to 4 lighting scenes.

LANDSCAPE LIGHTING

(Standard Models: US1W9 & US1W10)
(Deluxe Models: US2W12 & US2W24)

Controlled (top) Receptacle, turns on/off
up to 12 Amps (1440W). Use outdoors
with a weather proof cover to control,
lighting transformers, water features,
holiday lighting and more...
(models: URD27 & URD28)

AUTOMATION AND CONTROL

Simply Automated, Inc.

6108 Avenida Encinas, Suite B.
Carlsbad, CA 92011
760.431.2100 / 800.630.9234
Simply-Automated.com

Control Your Landscape Lighting
From inside your home, highlight the beauty of your
garden and home at the touch of a button. With Simply
Automated controls you can press a button on your
entryway light switch to welcome guests. Activating a
‘lighting scene’. Turning on: pathway lights, fountains,
fire pit, heaters, pool lights and more… Or, from your
bedroom - late at night - turn on lights when you hear
something strange go BUMP! in the night. Control
virtually any light, appliance or electrical load at the
touch of a button!

Set It and Forget It Automation
Lighting automation is made easy with the Simply
Automated, Scheduler-Timer. Just plug it in, set time,
date and zip code to use the scheduler’s celestial clock.
It knows sunrise and sunset for your home. With no
batteries or the need for seasonal adjustment, each of
99 events can be used to automatically turn on, dim
and or turn off an individual light circuit or groups/
scenes of lights, appliances, pump-motors and more…
Synchronized to the utilities’ power grid and with selfcharged clock there is no need to adjust time or events,
due to power outages or seasonal time changes.
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How ‘Scenes” Work

SimplySmart™ Makes Installation a Breeze

Starter Kits and Accessories

Pre-configured! Simple and easy. Ready to use. Just
plug in Scheduler-Timer and Relay Modules to automate
your landscape lighting and more. Each device in the
SimplySmart™ series is labeled with a number so the
Scheduler-Timer events can be set to control each
numbered device, for any or all days of the week. Plug-in
a Tabletop Scene Controller in the bedroom or office. Add
a Dimmer with 4-buttons at the front or back door. Start
enjoying the convenient control of your home’s exterior
and interior lighting at the touch of a button. You can
even customize the buttons to control one or more of your
favorite lighting scenes.

For automated on/off control of landscape lighting
transformers or holiday lighting the Landscape Relay
Starter package (model DKIT-05) is a plug-in solution
with two Relay Modules and a Scheduler Timer. If you’re
interested in dimmed lighting the Landscape Dimmer
Starter package (model DKIT-06) is a wire-in solution
with two dimmers and a Scheduler-Timer. Add a Tabletop
Controller in the bedroom or a Dimmer with 4-buttons at
entry/exit doors for easy, convenient control. The long list
of accessories makes controlling and automating lights,
pumps/motors and more, easy and expandable.

Energy Savings and Added Security
Dimming sets a warm subtle mode. It also saves energy
and prolongs bulb life. Use the Scheduler-Timer to
automatically dim lights ON and start savings every day
of the year. Going on vacation? Use the Scheduler-Timer’s
vacation mode to give your home the ‘lived in’ look. A
randomness span setting, which you choose, creates
different on and off times each day making it look like you
are home. Hear something strange in the night? A Tabletop
Controller at your bedside gives you a fast control of one or
all of your lights… at the touch of a button.

Rocker controls
local circuit; E.g.
Porch/Entry Lights.
Status indicators light
green for activated scenes.

Buttons control scenes
you can change:
All On/Off, front/back
yard, fountain, pool,
path-lighting etc...

Buttons control scenes. Lighting scenes or scenes
including fountains, fire-pits, heaters, pool lights, pumps/
motors, and more... Push button 1 to turn on a front yard
scene. Push button 2 to turn on a back yard scene. Push
button 3 to turn ‘all on’ and button 4 for ‘all off’.

DKIT-05

DKIT-06

Use an 8-button scene controller in master bedroom
to control any scene inside or outside the home. Hear
something ‘go bump’ late in the night…? Press ‘All On’ to
see what’s happening and scare the noise maker away.

More at www.simply-automated.com/products/landscape_outdoor.php

